
WE EXIST TO BRING AUTHENTIC, EASY TO USE MATERIALS TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

WALLS | FURNITURE | SIGNAGE



Innerspace bark panels are made by hand from real bark.

Our panels look and feel authentic and can help create a real biophilic connection 

between nature and the built environment.

The panels are easy to install and easy to specify.

The bark for the panels is sustainably sourced and is ideal for architects and 

designers that want to create something rare and unique.

Bring the outdoors in!



NATUREMOSS - FOREST FLOOR

Forest Floor is an excellent way to enter the word of biophilic design.

Our makers, carefully combine a selection of mosses, including Bun, Meadow and 

Reindeer, creating our most natural looking material, reminiscent of a real Icelandic 

Forest Floor.

Forest Floor is made bespoke to your requirements and is available to use across all 

our product lines including walls, pictures, signage, room dividers and gardens. 

BARK – CORK
Innerspace Cork bark panels have a rough contrasting surface, with a multitude of tones 
to express years of natural weathering. The sheer depth of this bark creates real heat 
insulation and acoustic benefits.

Cork is available as 900mm x 600mm panels
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NATUREMOSS - FOREST FLOOR

Forest Floor is an excellent way to enter the word of biophilic design.

Our makers, carefully combine a selection of mosses, including Bun, Meadow and 

Reindeer, creating our most natural looking material, reminiscent of a real Icelandic 

Forest Floor.

Forest Floor is made bespoke to your requirements and is available to use across all 

our product lines including walls, pictures, signage, room dividers and gardens. 

BARK – BIRCH

Birch bark, known for its suppleness, has been used for centuries by artisans and 

crafters for its full of character and texture.
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Forest Floor is an excellent way to enter the word of biophilic design.

Our makers, carefully combine a selection of mosses, including Bun, Meadow and 

Reindeer, creating our most natural looking material, reminiscent of a real Icelandic 

Forest Floor.
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Birch is available as 190mm or 95mm width planks, random lengths



NATUREMOSS - FOREST FLOOR

Forest Floor is an excellent way to enter the word of biophilic design.

Our makers, carefully combine a selection of mosses, including Bun, Meadow and 

Reindeer, creating our most natural looking material, reminiscent of a real Icelandic 

Forest Floor.

Forest Floor is made bespoke to your requirements and is available to use across all 

our product lines including walls, pictures, signage, room dividers and gardens. 

BARK – POPLAR

Poplar bark, with its muted natural shades of colour and its deep textured ravines, 

intrinsically connects man with nature.

Poplar is available as 190mm or 95mm width planks, random lengths



NATUREMOSS - FOREST FLOOR

Forest Floor is an excellent way to enter the word of biophilic design.

Our makers, carefully combine a selection of mosses, including Bun, Meadow and 

Reindeer, creating our most natural looking material, reminiscent of a real Icelandic 

Forest Floor.

Forest Floor is made bespoke to your requirements and is available to use across all 

our product lines including walls, pictures, signage, room dividers and gardens. 

Ask us about bespoke options, there are hundreds of combinations…

CORK - MEADOW MOSS

POPLAR - IVY & MEADOW MOSS



T 01270 625 043   F 01270 618 338
sales@innerspacecheshire.co.uk   www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk

47 Welsh Row, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 5EW

Check out more of our #materialsfordesign at innerspacecheshire.co.uk


